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Company

Infofuturo consists of 
a spanish young and 
highly qualified staff. 

We offer a national and 
international computing 

coverage since 1999. 

Our projects are 
distinguished by highly 
quality standards and an 

exclusive European design. 

We engage with our clients 
to the fullest, we guide them 

during the process with 
a personalized service.

¿Who are we?

The key to our success...

Listen to our clients.
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We have a strong background and, 
even stronger, passion for our work.
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Services

Programming Graphic Design Search Engine Optimization



Programming

The development of 
a Website is always 
joined to our client.

We analyze the former 
idea with our client, and 

then we make it true 
with the right tools. 

We work with all types of 
CMS: Joomla, Prestashop, 

Drupal, Magento, Wordpress. 

We are specialized in 
Programming all kind of 
Websites. If you have in 

mind an ambitious project, 
you need a customized 

development in the same 
way of your expectations.

 We have our own CMS .

 ¡Consult us! 

Infofuturo is Programming

We develop websites...

We custommize your needs....
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 If you ask yourself… 
¿What is the structure for 

an effective Website?
«Creativity and 

Ease of Browsing»
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Design

Graphic Design creates the  
visible face of your company; 

it’s the image which 
represents you and makes you 
differ from your competitors.

In our studio we are the 
pen to draw every single 
idea you have in mind.

If you need more guidance, 
we’ll make you proposals 
to find that graphic image 

you have in mind, but 
you can’t visualize yet.

Infofuturo is Design

Customizing your image...

Personalizing your business.
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A picture ... 
‘paints’ a thousand words. 
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Optimization

Search engine 
optimization is essential 

to be released online. 

...but we know that 
sometimes this is not 

enough. Therefore, our 
services include positioning 
SEO (organic), SEM (pay 

per click), SMO (social 
networks) and COPY 
(optimized content).

Infofuturo is Optimization

Remember... 

A website without visits not exists.
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In Infofuturo we bring closer your 
project to that user who is surfing 
the net, to turn him a real client.
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We are not a company 
specialized in one type 
of Website Solutions.  

We are a company focused 
on satisfying our clients.

This flexibility allow us 
to bring to reality many 
projects as diverse as our 

clients’ expectations.

Infofuturo is clients

If you’re unique ...

your project is also unique.
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Our work is finished...

When our client is 
completely satisfied.

¡Visit www.infofuturo.com to check our Portfolio!

www.lavidagay.com www.apparentia.com www.llamaaldoctor.com
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Clients

www.lavidagay.com

* A different and creative design
* Categories in order to satisfy 
the needs of the community.

* Stories and news to show
their thoughts, hobbies...

* Social Network aimed to Gay Community.
* Special care in design and 
ways of communication.

* Getting in touch with a community 
who wants to leave stereotypes 

and live a different life.

Target Develop+

=Results
= Gay community who looks for another kind of leisure. 

= People who share a different way to enjoy life; 
through travelling, gastronomy, sports...

w La Vida Gay is focused on a gay community, national 
and international, who looks for something more.

w Men who looks for rewarding experiences every time of their lives.
w There are more than 10000 users around the world, sharing their lifestyle.
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Clients

www.apparentia.com
Target Develop+

* First online store specialized in fashion 
for special events, weddings, ceremonies...

* Looking for distinction in a very 
competitive market.

* Focused on a exclusive market 
to create brand loyalty.

* An stylish design to highlight 
the pieces of clothes 

* Photo shootings with  top models. 

* Ease of browsing and shopping. 

= Online store for high class people who don’t have enough time for shopping.
= People who search online couture clothes to wear them in spetial events.

=Results

w Apparentia sells to Spain and Europe, with competitive 
prices for shipping and a waiting time of about three days.
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Clients

www.hellodoctor.us

= Medical website unique in the world.
= The system allows users the possibility to talk to a 
certified doctor to treat online, some medical issues.
= The system avoid unnecessary visits to the doctor.

Target Develop+
* Technological website for 

medical consults through telephone, 
computers, smartphones, tablets 

or any other mobile device. 
* Aimed to the hispanic community in 
the U.S.A. and also to Latin America.

* Design that highlight the 
use of new technologies.

* High levels of programming to 
connect users to the physicians net 

and the management system. 

* Virtual assistant to attend users 
and answer all the requirements.

w Hello Doctor connects users around the world to the 
medical network, for a lower price than the traditional consults, 

insurances; because of the inefficient current health system.

=Results

AVATAR OR VIRTUAL ASSISTANT
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Visit us... www.infofuturo.com

Contact
Address:  C/ Gutiérrez Herrero 52. 33402 Avilés – Asturias – Spain
Email: marketing@infofuturo.com
Phones: (+34) 984110558 / (+34) 691574098 / (+34) 647148019
Skype: infofuturo  
Hangout: infofuturo@infofuturo.com


